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Climate Change – Implications for the Future 
Management of Ontario’s Water Resources.

Dan Marinigh MNR Director Lands and Waters Branch
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PRESENTATION OVERVIEW

• CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS ON WATER RESOURCES (both 
quantity and quality)

• IMPLICATIONS OF IMPACTS ON ONTARIANS AND MNR

• MNR CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY

• MNR WATER MANAGEMENT & CLIMATE CHANGE
– State of the Resource
– Hydrologic Integrity
– Sustainable Use
– Public Safety
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WATER QUANTITY IMPACTS

CLIMATE CHANGE
Temperature
Increases in air &  water temperatures, the 

degree of which varies by season & by 
region in the province

Precipitation
Increases in mean annual totals with 

changes in seasonal forms of precip (i.e., 
more rain events fewer snow events in 
winter) 

Evaporation/Transpiration
Increases in evapotranspiration that may 

exceed precipitation increases, 
especially in summer

Ice Cover/Snow Melt
Less overall snow and ice coverage with 

more winter melt events and an earlier 
spring break-up/melt 

Extreme Weather
Extreme weather events will be more 

frequent and more intense

WATER QUANTITY 
IMPACTS

Lakes
Increased range between high and low 

water level
Lower overall average water levels  

Rivers
Increased winter runoff due to snowmelt 

and rain events
More intense precipitation events, with 

higher maximum flows

Groundwater
Lower overall water table in the summer
Changes in seasonal variability of 

groundwater base-flows that feed 
into our rivers and lakes
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WATER QUALITY IMPACTS

CLIMATE CHANGE
Temperature
Increases in air &  water temperatures, the 

degree of which varies by season & by 
region in the province

Precipitation
Increases in mean annual totals with 

changes in seasonal forms of precip (i.e., 
more rain events fewer snow events in 
winter) 

Evaporation/Transpiration
Increases in evapotranspiration that may 

exceed precipitation increases, 
especially in summer

Ice Cover/Snow Melt
Less overall snow and ice coverage with 

more winter melt events and an earlier 
spring break-up/melt 

Extreme Weather
Extreme weather events will be more 

frequent and more intense

WATER QUALITY 
IMPACTS

Water Chemistry
Reduced dissolved oxygen 
Reduced nutrient availability 
Reduced ability to absorb pollutants 
Increased phosphorous & ammonia 

(nitrogen) 

Vegetation/Ecosystem
Increased growth of macrophyte 

plants and algae
Degraded aquatic habitat and 

species loss
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IMPLICATIONS TO ONTARIANS

Ecosystems: Terrestrial & Aquatic Community Changes

Social : Water Supply Variability (quantity & quality)

Risks to Public Health and Safety

Economic: Infrastructure Risk Management

Hydropower Capacities

Navigation & Shipping 

Tourism & Recreation

Agriculture 

Industry 
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GO GREEN ACTION PLAN
Provincial lead is the Ministry of Environment/Climate 

Change Secretariat

Five-point action plan:

• Green Targets
• Move Ontario 2020
• Creating Jobs by Going Green
• Green Power
• Grow Green
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MNR AND GO GREEN ACTION PLAN

MNR contributions to the Action Plan, include:
• Renewable energy program 

• Managing/conserving our green spaces (i.e. forests, 
parks, Far North Strategy, land securement)

• Planting trees

• Research to better understand impacts on our resources
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• Understand

• Mitigate

• Adapt

Understand

Mitigate
Adapt

MNR CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY
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• Develop projections
• Describe impacts
• Model the carbon cycle

Theme 1: Understand

• Manage carbon sinks 
• Forest sequestration
• Planting trees

• Reducing greenhouse gas emissions
• Managing emissions

•Geological sequestration

Theme 2: Mitigate

• Implement into policy and 
practice

Theme 3: Adaptation

Wind Atlas
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I. State of the Resource: (understanding) 
How much, form, where & how fast it flows, at a range of 
temporal & geographic scales

II. Hydrologic Integrity: (mitigation)
Incorporation of watershed-approach principles into 
legislation, policies, plans, technical guidelines, best 
practices, etc.

III. Sustainable Use: (mitigation & adaptation)
Sustaining ecological, social & economic benefits through 
responsible management of water levels, flows and 
diversions

IV. Public Safety: (mitigation & adaptation)
Minimizing risk to human life, property and community 
stability from water-related natural hazards

MNR WATER MANAGEMENT
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State of the Resource: (Understanding)

Surface Water Monitoring

Enhancement of water science and information

Trend Assessments

Watershed Modelling and Reporting

Water Budgeting and Watershed Characterizations

Great Lakes Water Levels Interpretation & Reporting

MNR WATER MANAGEMENT
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Hydrologic Integrity: (Mitigation)

Development of the regional Great Lakes water conservation plan 
and objectives

Supporting planning processes that promote resource management 
on a watershed basis

Ex: Implementing technical guidance documents for protecting 
wetlands and hydrologic function

Re-evaluating criteria for infrastructure design standards using 
updated extreme value statistics 

Enhancing the Ontario Low Water Response program

MNR WATER QUANTITY MANAGEMENT & CLIMATE CHANGEMNR WATER MANAGEMENT
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Sustainable Use: (Mitigation/Adaptation)

Development of Great Lakes Basin Regional water conservation
plan and objectives

Supporting responsible management of water levels, flows, and
diversions

Provincial water budgeting

Supporting planning processes that promote resource
management on a watershed basis

MNR WATER MANAGEMENT 
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Public Health and Safety : (Mitigation/Adaptation)

Ontario Low Water Response program

Dam safety program

Surface water and weather monitoring with watershed  
conditions reports

Flood Forecasting and Warning program

Floodplain policy and regulation implementation 

MNR WATER MANAGEMENT
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FUTURE PLANS

Understanding
Develop/publish “Trend-through-Time” analysis of surface water and 
weather data

Reduce uncertainty in existing hydrologic models 

Enhancements to the streamgauge & weather monitoring network

Enhancements to the current water budgeting program

Outcome:  Ontario’s water resources quantified and assessed on a 
continuous basis at appropriate scales to better understand climate 
change implications and to respond through 
appropriate mitigative/adaptive strategies.
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FUTURE PLANS

Understanding and Mitigating

Implementing and administering the Great Lakes Charter, and    
negotiating /implementing supporting agreements 

Develop/implement Ontario’s water conservation goals, objectives 
and program to meet basin-wide objectives adopted by the 
Regional Body (MOE  lead)
Focus on filling science and information needs including modelling   
climate change and its impacts on the Great Lakes Basin
Methodology to calculate Consumptive Water Use
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FUTURE PLANS

Mitigating and Adapting

Update flood forecasting models at various scales based on future 
projections; current models are based on historical data

Enhance Ontario Low Water Response program:
To manage high stress high demand watershed 
To develop a mitigation strategies to address potential 
social, economic and environmental impacts (e.g., 
investigating/secure alternate water sources, water 
control to augment low flows, permeable pavement to 
increase natural infiltration and recharge)

OLWR Technical Study underway - Develop and evaluate groundwater 
indicator for low water/drought detection and mitigation
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FUTURE PLANS

Mitigating and Adapting

Proposed Enhanced Dam Safety Program & Standards with updated 
standards in light of climate change projections and aging infrastructure

Update regional Infrastructure Design Flood (IDF) standards in light of 
changing patterns in measured stream flows

Assess the feasibility of re-establishing federal/provincial floodplain mapping 
program to incorporate climate change into update local scale floodplain 
hazard maps

Establish an on-going base water control infrastructure reinvestment 
portfolio for Crown and municipal structures

Conduct “post-storm” studies –Peterborough Storm Study (2002 & 2004) to 
confirm or update the existing Regional Storm Flood standard 
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Summary:

Management of Ontario’s water resources is shared by many.

We understand how climate change is likely to directly affect 
Ontario’s water resources and indirectly affect human-built and 
natural systems.

MNR has been incorporating climate change considerations into 
many of its water management programs, and some of its policies to 
be better prepared for increased variability and intensity of extreme 
weather events

MNR has some ideas on how to move forward to address future 
water management challenges and is committed to adaptive 
management, including within the context of anticipated climate 
change impacts.

MNR WATER MANAGEMENT
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND WATER RESOURCES

“To survive in the world we have transformed, we must learn to 
think in a new way. As never before, the future of each depends 

on the good of all.”
100 Nobel Laureates Oslo, December 2001


